Partnering for Success

Sapiens IDITSuite
For Property & Casualty

The Right Fit
Many property and casualty (P&C) providers are using
legacy systems and/or multiple systems that aren’t
integrated and make it difficult to cope with today’s
formidable challenges in the non-life market. These
challenges include complex and changing regulations, and
empowered customers and agents who demand a digitised
and unique experience.
Many existing systems weren’t designed to solve the
insurance industry’s next-generation challenges. Nonlife insurers require a solution that will enable them to
showcase their market differentiators and focus on their
core business strengths.

Helping You Achieve Your
Business Goals
Sapiens IDITSuite (formerly known as “Sapiens IDIT”) is a
component-based software solution suite designed for the
P&C market that can be deployed modularly, integrating
with your ecosystem’s components. It is a highly
customisable offering that includes policy administration,
billing and claims, along with document management and
workflow.
It enables carriers, managing general agents (MGAs) and
brokers to meet critical and long-term business goals via
traditional and digitised channels and operating models,
including agents, direct insurance, bancassurance and
digital channels.
Our suite was designed with growth and change in mind
and is extendable and personalised to meet your unique
circumstances – with extensive multi-company, multibranding, multi-currency and multi-lingual capabilities.

IDITSuite’s field-proven, modular components support all
end-to-end core operations and processes for personal,
commercial and specialty lines of business.
A product-centric application with advanced, online
dashboards, IDITSuite offers a 360-degree customer and
agent view, with drill-down capabilities to the individual
and portfolio risk. IDITSuite also provides layers of
flexibility, including a user-configurable workflow, contact
management (CRM), configurable business rules and
integration platform.
Our best-of-breed, pre-integrated, full lifecycle modules
will enable carriers to achieve their short- and long-term
business goals.

Digital Transformation
Sapiens’ P&C core is pre-integrated with our full digital
suite, Sapiens DigitalSuite, which is comprised of Digital
Engagement and Digital Enablement and API Layer
components. DigitalSuite is a cloud-based solution
that offers an end-to-end, holistic and seamless digital
experience for P&C customers, agents, brokers, customer
groups and third-party service providers.

Fast Time to Market
IDITSuite’s preconfigured content and service libraries will
enable you to roll out new, innovative products quickly and
consistently across all channels.
It was designed with a strong core and extendable
customer/country layers, so that changes can be made
quickly without touching the core. Our suite is flexible and
can be configured by your business, as well as IT.

Sapiens IDITSuite for Property & Casualty
Omni-Channel Accessibility
IDITSuite is built on open technology and can be used
across devices. We provide open, Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) with a field-proven library of services
that enable seamless integration of data to any external
system/device, and a state-of-the-art, open technology
base that communicates with all technologies and apps.
IDITSuite and its mobile applications enable multi-channel
distribution, ensuring that agents and customers are able
to instantly access and process accurate data at any time
and from anywhere.
The integration capabilities of Sapiens’ portal (Sapiens
CustomerConnect) allow customers to easily perform
various self-service tasks. By enabling seamless
integration between the back-office system and the
portal, insurers can streamline and simplify their
processes.

Reduce total cost of ownership
via operational excellence
Out-of-the-box (yet extendable) business functionality,
aggregation, simulation capabilities and analytics –
combined with workflows and document management –
result in increased productivity that lowers the total cost
of ownership.
Sapiens offers our customers a clear roadmap that
details our plans to continue enabling rich software
functionalities and leading technology innovation.

Learn More
For more information on how to succeed in the property
and casualty market, contact us at:
info.sapiens@sapiens.com

Why Sapiens?
IDITSuite sets the standard for flexibility and speed
to market. It will enable you to implement large-scale
projects and benefit from proven delivery and best
practices.
This flagship product has a proven track record of success
at major P&C insurers globally.
Our long-term partnerships with our customers have
yielded many best practices that will reduce your
implementation time. We provide modern delivery
methodologies and offer an advanced migration
framework, a transparent pricing structure and a cloudbased hosting operating model.

About Sapiens
Sapiens International Corporation empowers insurers to succeed in an evolving industry.
The company offers digital software platforms, solutions and services for the property
and casualty, life, pension and annuity, reinsurance, financial and compliance, workers’
compensationand financial markets. With more than 35 years of experience delivering to over
450 organizations globally, Sapiens has a proven ability to satisfy customers’ core, data and
digital requirements. For more information: www.sapiens.com
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